roughly ten cells, and the velocity is reversed so that the disc is advected back to its starting position. The Courant number was 0.4. The ending configuration is shown in Figure 5 . The comparison of the starting and ending volume fractions is one measure of the fidelity of the remap. This average error is 0.6 percent per mixed cell.
interfaces are reconstructed before each of the advection directions. The remap algorithm is more complex, hence the savings due to the reduced number of reconstructions may be offset by the increased complexity of the remap.
The first step in the remap is to determine the position of the cells at the end of the Lagrangian phase. To do this, the velocities are evolved from their starting values to the values at the end of the time step. A suitable average of the starting and ending velocities is used to move the cell vertices. The volume fractions are, as yet, unchanged. The material interfaces are now constructed on these new cells. They are divided into material subcells. Each material in a mixed cell is represented by its own polyhedron. Then, each of the original Eulerian cells that overlaps it constructs the intersection of these polyhedra with itself. One thereby calculates a new volume fraction for each material in the Eulerian cells to begin the next time step. The algorithm for constructing this intersection is based upon the algorithm developed by Patrick O'Rourke [3] . The algorithm uses a set of simple, primitive operations. "Intersection" is the operation of constructing the location of intersection between two cell edges. "Inside" is the operation of determining if a point is within a polygon. "Left" is the operation of determining if a given point is to the left of an edge: if the vector product of the edge-vector with the vector joining the edge origin with the point in question is greater than zero, the point is to the left of the edge. The two polygons are passed to the intersection algorithm as a series of ordered vertices. The vertices are arranged such that as we traverse the perimeter of the polygon, the vector product formed by successive edges is positive. The algorithm starts with a point on both polygons. It then proceeds by determining which point is to the "left" and "inside" of the other polygon. In this way, only a single pass is made through each polygon's list of vertices. This single pass makes the algorithm efficient and of linear complexity.
To show the accuracy of the interface reconstruction and the remap, a circular interface was placed in an irregular mesh. The starting position is shown in Figure 5 . The disc is next translated at constant velocity through the mesh for
Starting Position
Mid Problem Ending Position Figure 5 . Comparison of interfaces for the circular interface at 3 problem times three digit convergence, at most four stages. Linear interfaces are reproduced exactly.
Interfacial Normal Estimates via Circular Interpolation
Instead of vertex neighbors and least squares averages of unit vectors, the following technique seems equally appropriate for curved interfaces. Begin as before. Midpoints of three neighboring interfacial segments are interpolated by a circle. See Figure 4 . Its normal, at the central of the three midpoints, is chosen for the central cell's new normal, and recorded. Proceed through the cells, and move the linear segments. This completes one stage of the iteration. This method is used when the center of the circle is outside the cell of interest and the sphere's radius is less than a maximum value. Outside this range, the linear interface calculation is used. It should be noted that this method also converges in three or four iterations. Under reasonable assumptions, the segments' centers of mass converge as the mesh size decreases with second-order accuracy to a curved interface [4 Section 8] which can lead to first-order accuracy for these "circularly" averaged normals.
Time Integration with a Full Remap
To evolve accurately the material motion in time, the time step is broken into a Lagrangian phase and a remap. In the Lagrangian portion of the time step, the cells are moved in space, but no material is transferred between cells. At the end of the time step, a remapping is performed. During the remap, the material is redistributed to copies of the cells in their starting position. The remap is traditionally done through a direction split advection. The order of the directions is alternated to avoid biasing. But material which moves to cells that only share a common vertex with a donor cell must receive material from the donor cell after it has been transferred through an intermediate cell that shares a face with the donor cell. By passing material through intermediate cells, the material is combined with the material in the intermediate cell, and material information is lost. Sharp gradients tend to be dissipated. In this section, a complete remap algorithm is presented. In this way, material is directly transported from the donor cell to all of its recipients. The remap saves interface reconstruction steps because the material interfaces are only reconstructed once per remap step. The single reconstruction of the full remap is contrasted with direction split schemes, where the hyperplane. This fact justifies our basic iteration to improve a guessed normal n for a hyperplane in m dimensions cutting off m specified fractions from m nonuniform bodies: for each body, move a hyperplane orthogonal to n to cut off its appropriate mass. Next, connect the centers of mass of the m sections, determining a hyperplane. This hyperplane's normal is the next guess. Swartz and Mosso [5] prove this iteration is quadratically convergent near an "isolated" solution of the problem.
For a linear interface in an unstructured 2D mesh, two iterations are typically coupled: an "inner iteration" for a fixed pair of interfacial cells and an "outer iteration" over all cells and their neighbors. We actually reverse the inner and outer, proceeding as follows. Initial normals are "gradient normals." Next, each interfacial segment is moved to cut out its appropriate volume fraction. Next, fix on interfacial cell C. Its segment has a center of mass, its midpoint. Each nearby interfacial cell with a common vertex has another interfacial midpoint -connect them, yielding a normal. Do this for each such neighbor of C. Average the unit normals so obtained by finding the "closest" (least squares) unit vector to them all. This vector is C's new normal. Record it. Do the same for all interfacial cells, and then move all segments according to their new normals and given volume fractions. This procedure completes one stage of our outer/inner iteration. Repeat to [Swartz [4] pp. 680-681] associated with a 30-degree-oriented square is a quadratic spline along the normal, rising like x 2 from zero until the interface crosses opposite sides, then varying linearly until it again crosses adjacent sides, when quadratic variation carries it to be constantly 1 far from the square.
A Circular Interface Test
Another test of the "Barth gradient" interface normal is shown in Figure 2 . The volume fractions are appropriate to a circular interface in the unstructured, logically rectangular grid. The dotted curve is the exact material interface. The solid lines indicate the calculated interface. Note that the interfaces visually match the circle in a number of cells. At several points in the figure, it is observed that the calculated interface crosses the exact material interface at only one point. More symmetric interfacial error is desirable for accurate advection to take place.
Given an interface normal, the volume behind the interface always reproduces the material volume specified. The preceding discussion shows that the "gradient normal" can contain significant errors. Two new methods for calculating the interface normal will be presented in the following sections.
Improved Accuracy Interface Normal Algorithms

A New Algorithm Reproducing Linear Interfaces
If the volume fraction is fixed but the normal varies, a linear interface moves more at a cell's boundary than near the center. This exemplifies a 200-year-old result in hydrostatics: the envelope of the lines that cut off a prescribed volume from some given figure is tangent to any particular one of these lines at that line's center of mass. More easily [5] , the following m-dimensional fact underlies all our iterative algorithms: the mass fraction cut off from some possibly nonuniform body by hyperplanes hinged through the center of mass of one of them is stationary at that Nevertheless, a stencil of about nine cells in 2D and a stencil of about twentyseven cells in 3D has been used to estimate the gradient from a Barth leastsquares gradient [1] . (The number of cells here is approximate for an unstructured grid. A cell doesn't necessarily have a fixed number of immediate neighbors.)
A Simple, Straight Line Test
To check the accuracy of this "Barth gradient", a test problem was constructed. The test consisted of a three-by-three stack of cells of uniform size with a 10% randomization of the cell edges. Volume fractions associated with a linear interface with a prescribed normal were placed into each of the cells. The interface passed through the center cell at a number of different positions, yielding various volume fractions from zero to one. A plot of the estimated normal's angle obtained using data from a 30 degree normal is shown in Figure 1 . The exact answer is, of course, the horizontal line. The angle estimated by the "Barth gradient" method is the dotted curve. Notice that for this example that the error in the calculated normal can be as much as several degrees. This error would lead to a significant error in the advection of material between cells. Note also that refinement of the grid would not decrease this error. The cause of this error is the nature of the volume fraction field as compared to a 
Review of Locally Linear Interfaces in Volume of Fluid Methods
Algorithm Overview
An accurate and popular approach to locating material interfaces was developed by R. B. DeBar [2] and D. Youngs [6] . The only information stored about the materials (in addition to the material properties for each) is the volume fraction. The interface is reconstructed during each cycle, so that the flux between cells can be accurately apportioned among the materials that reside in the donor cell. In volume of fluid methods the interfaces are locally linear; namely, the interfaces are line segments in two dimensions and planes in three dimensions. In each cell the interface is described by its own equation:
Here, n is the unit normal and p is the distance of the interface from the origin.
Traditional Methods for Estimating the Interface Normal
The typical first step in locating the material interface for a cell is to estimate its unit normal. The linear interface is then moved orthogonal to the normal until the n x • p -0 =
